CLAIM YOUR CLIPPER CARD

1. VISIT TS.SJSU.EDU TO REQUEST YOUR CLIPPER CARD

2. PICK UP YOUR SMART PASS CLIPPER FROM THE AS GENERAL SERVICES FRONT COUNTER (TOWER ID REQUIRED)

3. REGISTER YOUR CLIPPER CARD AT CLIPPERCARD.COM.

USING YOUR CLIPPER CARD

YOUR SMARTPASS CLIPPER CARD GIVES YOU UNLIMITED RIDES ON VTA LOCAL & RAPID BUSES, AND LIGHT RAIL ROUTES.

TO RIDE VTA EXPRESS BUSES, LOAD YOUR CLIPPER WITH E-CASH BY VISITING CLIPPERCARD.COM. SJSU DISCOUNT: $2.50 PER RIDE

YOU MUST PRESENT YOUR CLIPPER CARD AND YOUR TOWER CARD EACH TIME YOU BOARD VTA BUSES OR LIGHT RAIL TRAINS.

ON VTA BUSES:
Tag your Clipper Card on the reader as you board the bus. Tag your card by holding it flat against the Clipper logo on the reader, and wait for the beep and green light.

ON VTA LIGHT RAIL:
To use Clipper on VTA light-rail routes, locate a Clipper card reader on the station platform near the ticket machines and tag your card by holding it to the Clipper logo on the reader. You’ll hear it beep and see the green light.

GETTING AROUND SJSU

- The SmartPass Clipper is a non-transferable card and is linked to your Tower Card.
- Your SmartPass Clipper MUST be used with your Tower Card.
- Attempts to sell, transfer, or otherwise misuse your SmartPass Clipper are in violation of CA Penal Code 640 with a fine of up to $250. Misuse of the SmartPass Clipper will result in loss of eligibility and referral to the Office of Student Conduct & Ethical Development or University Authorities.
- A mandatory fee will be assessed for ALL lost or stolen SmartPass Clipper Cards (First time: $50; Second Time: $100; Third time: No replacement).
TRAVELING MADE EASY

TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS CAN HELP YOU WITH YOUR COMMUTE AND TRAVELS THROUGHOUT THE BAY AREA:

REGIONAL TRANSIT
CALTRAIN, HIGHWAY 17 EXPRESS, ACE, AMTRAK AND MONTEREY SALINAS TRANSIT CONNECT SJSU STUDENTS TO THE REGION

DISCOUNTED PASSES
DISCOUNTED ACE AND HIGHWAY 17 EXPRESS PASSES ARE AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE AT THE AS GENERAL SERVICES OFFICE

CARPOOL MATCHING
CARPOOL WITH FELLOW SPARTANS USING THE WAZE CARPOOL APP (JOIN THE SJSU GROUP) OR EMAIL US TO SIGN YOU UP FOR 511’S RIDEMATCH SERVICE

CAR SHARING
WITH ZIPCAR YOU GET ALL THE BENEFITS OF A CAR WITHOUT THE EXPENSE. DISCOUNTED ANNUAL MEMBERSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE TO ALL SJSU STUDENTS AT ZIPCAR.COM

BIKESHARING
LYFT BAYWHEELS - A SHORT-TERM BICYCLE RENTAL SERVICE THAT ALLOWS YOU TO CRUISE THROUGH TOWN OR AROUND CAMPUS. DISCOUNTED MEMBERSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE. VISIT THE TS WEBSITE FOR MORE INFO.

BICYCLE ENCLOSURES
PARK YOUR BIKE AT ANY OF THE SIX SECURE LOCATIONS ON CAMPUS. COMPLETE AN ONLINE APPLICATION BY VISITING THE TS WEBSITE.

Helping You Commute Sustainably!